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Abstract— The initial criteria for evaluating a researcher's output is the number of papers published. Furthermore, for the 

measurement of author's research quality, the number of citations is significant.  Typically, citations are directly linked 

with the visibility of a research paper. Many researches had shown that the visibility of a research paper can be improved 

further by using the search engine optimization techniques. In addition, some research already proved that the visibility 

of an article could improve the citation results. In this article, we analysed the impact of search engine optimization 

techniques that can improve the visibility of a research paper. Furthermore, this paper also proposing some strategies 

that can help and making the research publication visible to a large number of users.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Citation reveals the number of times other articles have 

used and referred to an article. The citations measure the 

significance of the information contained in a research paper 

[1].  "The more frequently a paper becomes cited, the bigger 

its effect on the field" is an underlying supposition of citation 

analysis [2] [3]. The primary indicator of the importance of a 

research output is direct citation [4] [5].   

Besides, in different universities ranking criteria, the 

number of citations has more than twenty percent share [6] 

[7].  Therefore, the university's researchers are encouraged by 

the universities to write high standards research articles which 

can get significant citations and would reach the largest 

possible audience [3]. The researchers are agreed that  by 

increasing the visibility of a research article using any method 

will results in high access and huge citation impact [5] [6] [8] 

[9] [10].  

A research article has the high possibility of becoming 

cited most whenever got increased visibility [11]. As all the 

research articles which have the open-access to the users got 

the more visibility that's why these articles are getting more 

citations. In a research study, Antelman proved that openly 

available research papers have the biggest research impact as 

compared to the research papers which do not have the open 

and free access to the users [6].  Now, most of the authors 

realized the importance of visibility and importance of 

citation, so they are highly motivated to publish their research 

in free and open access repositories [12].   

The biggest advantage of improving the visibility and 

publishing in open access journals is that it will boost up to 

ten percent in citations [13]. Another researcher investigated 

the significance of visibility and importance of open and free 

online availability of research papers [14]. Nevertheless, with 

the visibility of articles, the quality of articles is also 

important for the greater number of citations [15].   

High visibility of an article can be achieved by using 

search engine optimization (SEO) techniques and existing 

methods which can improved visibility as well as will 

increase the number of citations [16].  Researchers are 

spending a lot of time and efforts in writing their research 

papers for publication.  But still, publishing an article in 

leading journal with high impact factor cannot guarantee the 

high impact on the citation. There is a robust relationship 

between the number of times a research paper is cited and the 

possibility that the research paper is online [14].  

Self-archiving of an article by the author can highly 

increase the visibility of the paper.  Storing the articles and 

research results in researcher's website, blog, web pages or 

institutional repositories is known as self-archiving [9].  The 

main advantage of Self-archiving benefits is that the article is 

available for free and accessible by the larger number of 
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audience. By applying the SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 

techniques to these self-archiving repositories it will make the 

articles more visible to all the audiences by simple Yahoo, 

Bing, and Google search [17].  

Another significant benefit of self-archiving the articles 

and applying the SEO techniques on these freely available 

materials is that it will easily be found on researcher's website 

by simple Google search rather than in any other repository or 

free open access journal [6]. Besides this, institutional and 

organizational repositories can make the research papers more 

visible and increase the possibilities of citation by other 

researchers and scholars [18]. 

Therefore, for the best visibility and getting more citation 

SEO techniques should be applied because more visibility 

means: Article is cited sooner, a huge number of citations and 

citations continue at a notable ratio for a prolonged period 

[19]. Due to less visibility, some very senior researchers from 

African universities do not have the significant citation impact 

[20]. By insertion of Keywords in a research article, writing 

the search engine friendly abstract and title can maximize 

visibility after it is published [21] [22].  

Furthermore, by making some adjustments in where to 

submit, how to present and publish the research results, 

researchers can become productive, highly known for their 

work, and strongly connected to the researchers of own 

professional community [23]. There are a lot of SEO 

techniques for enhancing the readership and visibility of 

research articles. Efficient use of these SEO techniques can 

result in increased visibility which will directly affect the 

article citations [3].  

In this study, we explored some of the SEO techniques for 

increasing the visibility of research articles. This paper also 

demonstrates that the use of SEO techniques can directly 

affect the visibility of a research article as will be discussed 

further in the next section. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Normally, for any research paper that appears on top in 

search engine result pages, then it will receive researcher's 

attention and will get the download counts with citations. 

Search engine optimization techniques as listed in Table 1 can 

be used for increasing the visibility of research papers to make 

the articles available to a broader audience [24]. 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO), is the method of 

increasing the visibility of website, web page, web profile or 

research article on original (natural, organic or unpaid) search 

engine result pages (SERPs), by including search engine (SE) 

friendly components. An effective SEO will have, precisely 

selected, relevant keywords by which the on-article 

optimization will be designed to make prominent for SE 

algorithms [25].   

SEO for a research article is consists of two major areas: 

on-article, and off-article optimization [26]. On-article 

optimization refers to research article elements which 

comprise a research article such as, research paper's title, 

abstract, sub-titles in a research paper and text. Off-page 

optimization mainly refers to backlinks (incoming links to the 

research articles, and researcher profile, which is being 

optimized, from other relevant websites) [25]. 

 

 

Table 1: Search engine optimization and other techniques used to make the 

research articles visible to a broader audience. 

 

Search Engine Optimization Techniques for Visibility 

On Article 

Optimization 

 

 Research Paper’s Title Optimization 

Keywords consistency and density 

Off Article 

Optimization 

 

 Researcher's website and 

consistency in the author’s name. 

Get Social on Social Networks 

Researcher’s contributions on 

Wikipedia 

Backlink creation for research 

articles 

Other  Techniques for Improving the Visibility 

 Publish research papers in an open-

access journal 

Sharing research outcomes except 

manuscript: 

Few more tools for improving 

visibility  

 

(a) Research paper’s title and keywords: Select research 

paper's title and keywords very intelligently. Relevant 

keywords for the Research topic and search engine friendly 

title is playing a significant role in the visibility of an article 

in SERP,s [27]. The title and keywords can profoundly 

influence the possibilities of getting picked up when searched, 

read, and cited. Search engines, Journals, and abstracting and 

indexing services, classify the research articles by keywords. 

The relevant list of keywords will, therefore, assure accurate 

indexing and help showcase the research work to attract the 

groups who are already working the relevant field. The best 

practice for selecting keywords is, select those words which 

are repeatedly used in the research paper but preferably not 

repeated in abstract or title [22]. The title of the research paper 

should be clear, catchy and straightforward while describing 

the research work appropriately.  It is essential to think about 

keywords that readers can use to search for research articles 

include such kind of words in the article, and the best practice 

is to avoid the jargon and abbreviations. 

 

(b) Researcher's website and consistency in the author’s 

name: Author needs to develop the personal website/blog 

where he/she can share his/her research contributions, 

thoughts, ideas, key findings, promote his/her research work, 

or write about how his/her work is necessary for others and 

influenced others. On personal website/blog, he/she can list 

all of his research papers and provide the abstract to papers 

and download links [24]. This will improve the visibility of 

his/her research articles and will improve the citations.  The 

other important thing for any research is unique author 

identifier. Every researcher should get a unique author 

identifier (Open Researcher and Contributor ID, ORCID) to 

differentiate himself and his work from other researchers. The 

output of a researcher can easily be retrieved if he/she is using 

the uniform name throughout a research career [27]. General 

issues with consistent author name include legal name 
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changes, inconsistent name formats, famous names or 

incredibly similar names, which can make it tough to correlate 

research output to the right author [28]. 

 

(c) Get Social on Social Networks: It is proved from the 

research studies that there is a statistically dominant 

relationship among social media mentions such as tweets, 

posts, blogs, and citation counts. The researcher should be 

engaged with groups and individuals beyond academia, 

including decision makers and system influencers, and with 

individuals with common interests via Twitter, Facebook, 

Academia.edu, LinkedIn, and other groups, sharing research 

work and discussing on articles. Proactive engagement is 

required with researchers, individuals, and groups who might 

be interested in the similar research work.  The author can 

engage everyone who is interested in his/her research work 

through different social media networks to keep them 

informed about new research findings [29].  

A Twitter account can help the author to promote his/her 

research contributions.  Authors can tweet about different 

things: research contribution, publications, and findings, 

views on latest research trends, and news relevant to research 

interest. Same can be done with the Facebook posts.  The 

hashtag (#) is used for classification of contents on social 

media.  A phrase or word preceded by a hashtag (#), used 

within a message to identify a topic of interest or keyword and 

facilitate a search for it.  Adding a hashtag to post means 

social network will index it and it will become 

discoverable/searchable by other users [30]. It will allow one 

to engage and connect with other social media users based on 

a common interest. The exact and more focused hashtag can 

profoundly engage the targeted audience.  

Another multidisciplinary and essential academic 

networking site is Academia.edu.  It is best for showcasing 

publications, achievements, and expertise due to its strong 

profile and perfect resume feature. Available measures of 

impact include counts for document views, profile views, 

unique visitors, document downloads, the geographic division 

of users and referrals, backlinks to documents. The last but 

not least is LinkedIn which is one of social networking 

website for professionals in which professionals can create 

their profiles, connect with network and peers. The researcher 

can list all their research publications and other research 

outcomes, skills, experiences, past and current positions. 

 

(d) Researcher’s contributions on Wikipedia: 

Thousands of editors are contributing to the Wikipedia pages, 

and every contributor is coming up with something new 

whether it is technical expertise or researching skills, but more 

importantly an enthusiasm to benefit others [31]. Nobody 

owns anything present on Wikipedia, therefore if a person sees 

any issue or want to add some more details on the relevant 

topic, he/she is allowed to do so.  

This is an excellent opportunity for the author to 

introduce him/her self; the author can write a new research 

article from scratch or edit the existing research articles 

relevant to his/her area of interest and can add the reference 

of his/her research articles in the references section of 

Wikipedia article. This will increase the visibility of his 

research work to the other individuals and similar research 

groups. 

(e) Backlink creation for research articles: When a 

research article links to any website, it is called a backlink for 

the research article [29]. SEO experts believe that backlinks 

are essential for the visibility of contents and significant 

metric for placing the research articles on the top in SERPs. 

A research article with many backlinks tended to rank top on 

all the big search engines, including Bing and Google. Many 

methods can be used for research article's backlink creation. 

Social media can be used for backlink creation [28]. For this 

purpose, the author needs to identify the relevant discussion 

groups on social media [29]. After finding the list of relevant 

research discussion groups, the author can take part in 

discussions and can tell research community about his 

research contributions in the area. Similarly, the author can 

search for relevant online discussion forums and participate 

in discussions and can add the link to his/her research articles 

for references. The author can also write the guest posts for 

the top-ranked research blogs and can add the links to his/her 

research articles. By creating the quality backlinks in relevant 

forums, blogs and discussion groups’ author can increase the 

visibility of research articles and his research profile. 

III. RESUTS AND DISCUSSION 

Apart from SEO techniques, there are also available some 

other techniques that can be use in which can increase the 

visibility of research articles for getting more citations. 

 

(a) Publish research papers in an open-access journal: 

For more excellent visibility author can make articles open 

access.  There is an advantage of open access articles that 

articles are accessible to every reader for free of cost including 

policymakers, and this improves the possibility of being cited 

by the scholars [32].  Authors can also self-archive the papers 

on their websites for direct and quick open access to it. 

Academia.edu and ResearchGate are types of free online 

repositories. On these repositories, the author can share their 

published work for broader circulation and greater visibility. 

Authors can also share their research work on institutional 

repositories, but before sharing the published work on open 

access repository, it is essential to check with the publisher 

for their self-archiving policy.   

 

(b) Sharing research outcomes except manuscript: 

Besides published research papers every researcher has the 

evidence of his/her research activity which includes working 

papers, preprints, presentations, conference papers, reports, 

print copy, protocols, videos and research data [29]. The 

author can put all this data on public repositories for 

increasing the visibility of research work.  The research 

community is very frequently using the SlideShare and Scribd 

so the author can upload all the slides for improved visibility. 

F1000 Research can be used for depositing the research 

posters and presentations. Research data can be published on 

figshare, Zenodo or Data Dryad which it will improve the 

visibility [33].  

 

(c) Few more tools for improving visibility: presenting 

the research results at a conference or in educational meetings 

can highlight the author, which can improve the visibility of 

author's papers. Researchers can promote their research 

findings together with a measure of their impact with tools 
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like ImpactStory and Kudos which are powerful tools for 

researchers. These tools enable the researchers to showcase 

their research articles by creating links to full texts and any 

other supplementary information like a layman language 

explanation, short title, links to relevant contents, for example, 

videos, code, slides or any other data [33]. By using these 

tools, the author can share contents on social media and can 

also monitor and track the results of every activity through the 

posts, number of tweets, downloads, visits, and views. Google 

Scholar is another potent tool for researcher which can 

improve the visibility of researcher and research contributions. 

Anyone can create the Google Scholar profile for free and can 

take the advantages of Google Scholar [34].   

                        

IV. CONCLUSION 

From this research study, we can conclude that it is 

possible that a research article may not be written 

extraordinarily and may not be published in a leading journal, 

but by applying the appropriate SEO and other techniques for 

improving visibility, the paper still can get sufficient citations 

and worldwide acknowledgment.  The author should learn the 

techniques of using SEO, Social media and other tools to 

enhance the visibility of their research work.  Once author 

successfully increased the visibility of research article using 

proposed methods the citations will rise at a notable rate. 

Therefore, a little hard work and some simple SEO techniques 

can improve the article's visibility. 
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